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ANOTHER MILESTONE   RB 72, 12 
 

 

 

St. Scholastica’s Center of Spirituality marked another milestone in its 8-year history of conducting RB studies for 

Benedictines in the Philippines and neighbouring countries. 

 

      On a fair Friday morning the 30 participants of RB Study Weeks Phase VIII arrived in carloads to attend the 3-

week seminar on the exegesis of the Holy Rule from October 21- November 9, 2015.  They came from different 

abbeys and priories both at home and abroad, from the Philippines (Vigan, Mindoro, Cogon, Manila, Digos, and 

Malaybalay) and from Africa (Peramiho, Ndanda and Windhoek).  The seminar was guided by Sr. Dr. Manuela 

Scheiba, OSB, of the Abbey of St. Gertrud in Alexanderdorf, Germany who earned her doctorate in monastic studies 

at the Benedictine Pontifical College of San Anselmo in Rome. The theme took up the key to hope in RB 72 – 

                                                    “WITH CHRIST REACHING GOAL”. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

      At the lecture hall                                                       Outing at the St. Pio National Shrine 

 

 

Sr. Manuela navigated with her group through the deep sea of the Holy Rule from RB 53-73.  In the 

mornings she gave lectures which pursued a set method of exegesis. She started with 1) a presentation of the 

RB chapter in the context of present realities in our world, 2) then, within the context of the entire Rule 

itself, 3) followed by a verse to verse exegesis of the text 4) enhanced with references to patristic and 

contemporary writers.   

     In the afternoons the individual students spent an hour of personal reading and reflection with the help 

of guide questions. Then they went into designated groups to work out the tasks assigned to them, such as to 

share on their insights, to prepare a role play or to report on the relevance of the RB chapter in their own 

communities.  

     The day ended with a lectio-hour, Vespers, recreation and compline, except on free evenings. In the 

evenings supper was accompanied by table reading and table service on days set for monastic meals. This 

balanced rhythm was also highlighted by a mid-seminar outing to the national shrine of St. Pio of Pietrelcina 

in Batangas. The culminating activity on the last evening brought the house down with its carefully crafted 

cultural program which included African and Filipino dances, songs, a “harana” as a tribute to Sr. Manuela, 

dances according to the Holy Rule and a video presentation on the daily rounds of the seminar itself. 

 

MAGIS AC MAGIS... PROFICIAT- RB 62,4...  ( more and more progress towards God) 
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The rich tapestry presented by Sr. Manuela in her daily conferences revived the meaning and intensity of 

the age-old virtues we meet in the Holy Rule daily – hospitality, reverence of persons, humility, listening, 

respect, care for the sick, love of the poor and strangers, moderation, service, adoration, good zeal, 

obedience, the three meanings of love, the love for Christ and the love of God. Thus, RB 53-73 became 

alive in a luminous vision of monastic living that is both realistic and full of zest. However, the virtues 

shone against the contrasting foil of the negative forces which Benedict strongly denounced, such as the bad 

zeal of murmuring, grumbling, envy, jealousy, and egoism which also appear in the Rule as givens in 

monastic life.  It was like panning gold even in the obviously dry chapters of the Rule, such the clothing and 

footwear of the brethren, letters or gifts for monks, community rank, the abbot’s table, and the artisans of 

the monastery. Yet, the exegesis brought to light not only “dry bones”, but also the “flesh and spirit” of the 

Rule even in these chapters.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

                      Group Study No. 1                                      Lecturing                                   Group Study No. 4 

 

 

     Revisiting of RB 53 “On the Reception of Guests” can give us an idea of how each chapter of the Rule 

was treated to yield nuggets of golden wisdom for our daily life. Here are a few profound thoughts.  

     RB 53 follows  RB 52 which speaks  of the oratory of the monastery.  The link between the two chapters 

– from the oratory to the outside world of guests – establishes the oratory as the point of contact between 

monastery and world. An interesting insight here is that the oratory is the opening of the monastery to the 

world.  Thus, Benedict’s monastery is an open and welcoming one, not self-sufficient.  The monks are to 

welcome the guests and lead them to the oratory, the heart of the monastery, sharing with them the spiritual 

life of the community.  For it is in the oratory that the new members are received, reconciliation takes place, 

the blessing of the servers is given, and the homecoming monks are welcomed back.  

     The deep inner connection between RB 52 and RB 53 shows us how the sorrows and cares of the world 

flow into community prayer. Just as we receive God’s hospitality to us in our monastery, so we go out to 

people and offer them our hospitality. 

 

PANNING THE GOLD OF THE RULE  VERSE BY VERSE 

MODELING RB 53:  HOSPITALITY IN A NUTSHELL  
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 It presupposes that only those who are at home in their own monastery can welcome people as they are, 

without manipulating them. We cannot offer sustained hospitality to the poor and strangers if we are not a 

strong and healthy community. A danger would be to lose ourselves in hospitality and make it an escape 

from an unhappy community life. If we are truly and fully hospitable, people would be attracted to us 

because they see a loving God in us and we are also loving. They hunger for close and transparent 

relationships as against the lack of time invested in relationships by busy people. They long for a deeper 

spiritual life as against a mere shallow spirituality. They want to see an alternative life style, because they 

themselves are often not equipped for relationships and community life.   They are looking for community 

relationships which they can trust. It would be trivializing this search to just serve them coffee and cake. 

Monastic hospitality is more. It is to lead guests to their true needs and desires.   The question is:  What does 

it mean for me to offer hospitality in my community?   

     A verse to verse exegesis of RB 53 yields even more luminous insights into Benedict’s spirit of 

welcoming guests.  “To receive as Christ” is the leitmotif and the theological argument for hospitality. 

Christ is not only in the community but in the strangers and the poor. This is the whole Christ. A community 

that is wrapped up in itself is in danger of the missing the whole Christ. 

     Service is a keyword in RB 53, but it is service that is to be without grumbling or murmuring, without 

confusion, without losing peace of mind, without sadness and discouragement. Benedict knew too well the 

vice of murmuring and grumbling as a lack of faith – a resistance against God. For a larger community 

Benedict limits the association of more monks with guests. He wants the monks to avoid using the guests 

for the affirmation of their own needs as well as protect them from the adverse influence of the guests. True 

hospitality means a detachment from our own ego.   

     The rest of the seminar went through all the RB chapters with the same method.  All in all, the monks, 

nuns and sisters experienced with amazement and delight the treasures embedded in the matrix of the Holy 

Rule and went away made rich by their new knowledge for the future. 
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ADVANCED GREETINGS FOR A VERY BLESSED 
CHRISTMAS AND A GRACE-FILLED                                     

NEW YEAR 2016  

TO ALL OUR COMMUNITIES, FRIENDS AND 
BENEFACTORS 


